We read with great interest the article ‘Evaluation of short-term psychological functions in opiate addicts after ablating the nucleus accumbens via stereotactic surgery’ by He et al. [1]. They reported ablation of the nucleus accumbens (NAc) with stereotactic surgery. We would like to make a comparison between the reference points used for measuring the Y stereotactic coordinate of the target and also a comparison between the NAc anatomic area targeted for ablation and the area targeted for deep brain stimulation (DBS), another stereotactic procedure applied to the NAc.

Describing their surgical procedure, He et al. mentioned the following target coordinates for the NAc: 7–9 mm below the anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC-PC) line, 19–23 mm prior to the midpoint and 4–10 mm lateral to the median line. They specified the core of the NAc as the original target. These coordinates are exactly the same as those used by Gao et al. [2] who first reported a method of ablating the NAc with stereotactic surgery for alleviating opiate drug psychological dependence. These two reports describe the mid-commissural point as a reference point for measuring the Y stereotactic coordinate of the NAc target.

The stereotactic coordinates which have been reported for NAc DBS in obsessive-compulsive disorder, refractory major depression and Tourette syndrome (the main three disorders where this procedure is nowadays applied) are: 4–4.5 mm ventral to the AC-PC plane, 1.5–2.5 mm anterior to the anterior border of the AC and 6.5–8 mm lateral to the midline [3–5]. All these reports of NAc DBS describe the anterior border of the AC as a reference point for measuring the Y stereotactic coordinate of the NAc target.

Recently, Aouizerate et al. [6] reported DBS targeting of the caudate and NAc in treating obsessive-compulsive disorder with coexisting major depression. In their case where the NAc was targeted, the tips of the electrodes were situated 3.0 mm below the AC-PC line, 8.9 mm lateral to the AC-PC line and 36.5 mm anterior to the PC on the right side, and 1.7 mm below and 7.6 mm lateral to the AC-PC line and 31.4 mm anterior to the PC on the left side [6]. This report describes the use of the PC as a reference structure for measuring the Y stereotactic coordinate of the NAc target.

Among the three alternative reference points which have been reported so far for measuring this coordinate, we strongly believe that the most adequate for this purpose is the AC. It is not only closer to the target (the AC is the posterior border of the NAc [7]) than the other two, but also, according to our experience (studying the stereotactic anatomy of the NAc), the most easily identifiable.

In order to estimate the AC-PC length (from the AC center to the PC center at the midline), we used 26 cerebral MRIs (1.5-tesla, T2-weighted, transverse 2-mm sections) from neurosurgical patients (16 males, 23–70 years old and 10 females, 38–71 years old) from our second author’s personal archive. We followed the same methodology in all cases (using Philips DICOM Viewer). All measurements were made by the same author for more objective results.

We found the mean value of the AC-PC length to be $26.31 \pm 2.67$ mm with no statistically significant difference among gender (although in females the mean length was $0.39$ mm longer). We also found no statistically significant difference between individuals <60 years and individuals ≥60 years, although the mean value of the AC-PC length in the older subgroup was $1.35$ mm shorter (probably due to age-related brain atrophy).

The target area described by He et al. [1] seems to extend below the NAc [8] and also, according to our radiologic findings, seems to be located approximately 6–10 mm anterior to the (center of) the AC. The target area described by Aouizerate et al. [6] similarly seems to be located approximately 5–10 mm anterior to the (center of the) AC according to our radiologic findings. Considering the width of the AC, we could say that these target areas are a few millimeters more anterior than the respective areas previously reported for NAc DBS in obsessive-compulsive disorder, refractory major depression and Tourette syndrome [3–5]. The potential effect of this difference on clinical outcome would be an interesting research issue.

Of course the ablation area reported by He et al. [1], as well as Gao et al. [2], is wider and deeper compared with the reported stimulation areas [1, 3–6]. The difference in depth is expected because electrodes for NAc DBS are often implanted in a way that permits stimulation of both the ventral part of the anterior limb of the internal capsule and the NAc. The difference in width is also expected considering the technical application of the two methods.

Reports of NAc stereotactic surgery during the first decade of the 21st century indicated that the NAc is at least a promising target in patients with some severe neuropsychiatric disorders (including addiction). More detailed electrophysiological and especially functional neuroimaging methods are necessary to get deeper into the microsurgical anatomy of the human NAc and to provide a more systematic approach to the local functional differences within the microenvironment of the NAc.
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